audio codec
plug-in

Sonnox
Fraunhofer Pro Codec
PAUL MAC gets tuned into
the oft-ignored world of
quality control in audio codec
compression. It seems Sonnox
has the right tool for the job.

Y

ou can excuse so-called experts on TV
gadget and technology shows for calling an
iPod an mp player, or employing sweeping
generalisations about quality in codecs – ignoring
the various incarnations, advances, and quality variants
in the main AAC and mp codec families. After all, gadget
programme presenter vetting procedures seem to stretch
only to making sure they know which side of the telly they
need to look at when the little light comes on, and that
they are fluent in Clarkson-speak.
However, there’s no excuse for audio production
professionals to ignore one of the most significant
revolutions in audio delivery since Darwin invented the
ear. We can create as many cliques and head-shaking
committees to dismiss lossy (and
lossless) audio compression
as we like, but in the end the
responsibility for the quality of
your production lies with you,
and if the production will be
heard mostly on an iPod (other
compressed audio file players
are available), then it’s your job
to make sure it sounds good on
an iPod. After all, if you check and
modify mixes according to soffits,
nearfields, NSs, Auratones, headphones,
and hacked radios in surround, stereo,
and mono – why wouldn’t you mix and
master with the aid of popular audio
codecs as well?
Hands up who, when doing anything
to mp or AAC, simply throws the file
through iTunes and accepts the result
without question or comparison?
Maybe it’s because, up until now, we
haven’t had the tools available to fully
come to terms with this medium?
Well, this might change, because Sonnox
and Fraunhofer hope their new joint
development effort will allow you to
conveniently take the proper time, effort,
and corrective measures to ensure and
prove codec compatibility... And a few
other things as well.

though, and the help ‘flyouts’ that can be user-disabled or
enabled are very helpful. Once you understand the basic
layout of the central section, I think everything else falls
into place nicely.
Basically, you can load up to five different codec
variations into slots below the main metering area.
Each of these codecs can be set-up via a floating ‘Codecs
and settings’ box that pops up when you select that slot.
The full range of Fraunhofer IIS co-developed codecs
is available here, complete with helpful parenthesis:
HD-AAC (lossless), AAC LC (low complexity), HE-AAC
(high efficiency), HE-AAC v (parametric stereo),
mp, mp Surround, and mp HD (lossless to  bits).
Available settings vary according to the codec type,
but bit-rate, mode (constant
or variable bit rate selections),
and quality (processing speed)
are the full set of options for the
lossy codecs.
Each loaded codec has a
record-arm button, a Mon button
(direct audition selection), and an
over-range indicator for streams
that will contain overs when
decoded – that way you can do
something about this before the
encode with the useful trim adjustments.
Above the codec selections is the
metering area. The main view is a basic
FFT (dBr) graph, switchable between
logarithmic and linear scales. In-meter,
the main lines are the input signal and
difference views, and you can select
individual channels or a sum of them,
plus the NMR (Noise to Mask ratio), which
shows how well hidden the codec noise is
below the perceptual mask. Helpfully, the
meter shades vertical red areas when the
noise and mask switch places and might
cause audible artefact issues.
There’s also an alternative meter
screen with three lissajous views – Input
& Output, Output & Diff, and Diff x .

“One of the most
used buttons on this
plug-in I suspect will
be the Diff button…
you get to listen
to the difference
between the input
signal and the codec
– the bits that will
be thrown away.”

Overview

THE REVIEWER
PAUL MAC is the Editor of Audio
Media magazine.
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The Sonnox Fraunhofer Pro Codec plug-in, for Pro Tools,
VST, and AU, is nicely laid out, and packs a lot into one
plug-in window. Like most, if not all, of the Sonnox plugins there is a careful balance struck between a clear,
attractive, ergonomic interface, and the need to tell the
whole truth – no patronising and no hidden numbers.
The plug-in is split into several distinct areas, with the
main central area defaulting to its online encoder state.
You can also choose offline encode and decode modes
with two tabs at the top of the window, for direct file
processing rather than the realtime processing.
I’d already been to a couple of demos of this plug-in
before sitting down to review it, so I was at an advantage
in terms of operation. I don’t think it’s particularly tricky

Differently Facilitated
One of the most used buttons on this plug-in I suspect
will be the Diff button. Instead of auditioning the result
of the encode-decode, you get to listen to the difference
between the input signal and the codec – the bits that
will be thrown away. What use is this? Well, I found that
the difference signal helps to focus your ears on potential
areas for interest. For example, I had one mix running
through a couple of extremes – a reasonably high bit rate
AAC and a pretty basic mp. The differences in this mix
were not as stark I was admittedly expecting, but a quick
reference check with the difference signal focused me
onto the low-mid region where the mp codec seemed
to be most heavy handed. Sure enough, the differences
between the two became clearer.
But what if it’s not clear – what if you end up doubting
your own judgment because you’ve been jumping
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have to work out which one. When you
think you know, hit Choose after a few goes,
simply click Reveal, and find out how you did.
The documentation recommends you repeat
the test from  to  times,
then find out your percentage
of success. Over  percent
is, apparently, statistically
significant – which means
you’ve still got it.
The usefulness of this
section may not be as obvious
as other tools in this plug-in.
It’s true, you don’t normally
embark on a statistical analysis
of every decision you make in
the studio, so why start with
this? Well, the differences
between these codecs
nowadays are often tiny, and
as noted above, it’s easy to
enter a cycle of doubt when it
comes to quality assessments.
Isn’t it good to test yourself
and your ears now and again?
If you’re not statistically
significant, maybe it’s time to
go and have that cup of tea?
Personally, I tried a few
combinations of A-B X testing
and learned quite a lot in a
very short time. The overall
effect was that I was able to
really tune into some very subtle
differences between codecs
and codec settings – often
things that I couldn’t pin down
simply by switching sources
in the more traditional ways.
You can carr y this honed
perception, specific to
the material, with you
through an exploration
of more codecs and bit
rate variations, thus
learning more about
that material and
how it reacts to the
compression formats.
There are a number
of other details in the
plug-in that make your
life much easier. A status
box lets you know what’s
going on inside the
codec and if, for example,
the plug-in has had to use a second codec
to produce the audition stream where
down-sampling is necessary in the main
codec. There are compression ratio, bit
stream level meters (for that over-range
prevention I mentioned earlier), a total
delay indicator, and more.
Once you’re happy, you can arm any of
the codecs you have loaded for recording
to files, and then simply print them with
the master record button. In the off line
modes, you drag in or browse for files,
specify the codec, and allow the software
to do its thing. There are a number of
options for file naming conventions, so
you can keep close control over which

files are encoded with which codecs and
so on. Easy.

Fit For Purpose

“It’s the A-B
X tab though
where things get
more serious.
This tab is
designed to help
you check that
what you think is
going on, really
is going on.”

> around between codecs and are now no longer
sure which way is up? This is where the A-B and
A-B X sections can help...
At its simplest, the A-B tab is a convenient
way of comparing two codecs, or one codec and
the input signal. Simply assign codecs to A or
B, and use the A-B button to switch between
them – or one codec and the input, if you’d
prefer. However, we might still be going round
in circles with tiny differences,
b o t h re a l a n d i m a gi n e d.
The next stage is to do some
blind listening. This is achieved
with the Hide button, which
simply turns off any visual
indication of which codec
you are listening to, allowing
your ears to do the work. In
conjunction with this strategy,
there is the Both button, which
displays the FFTs of both
difference signals so you can see
which is the most pronounced,
and where.
It’s the A-B X tab though
where things get more serious.
This tab is designed to help
you check that what you think
is going on, really is going on.
You select two codecs, then
hit the X button. One codec
is chosen at random and you

“…the
immediacy and
detail in the Pro
Codec will be of
immeasurable
benefit to
anybody who
has, or wants
to, put away
the old attitude
of ignoring the
dominance of
audio codecs.”
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There are t wo main ways to
approach the Sonnox Fraunhofer
Pro Codec. First, you might actually
be encoding audio files – you might
be a mastering engineer with a client
who actually cares about how their
audio comes across on the currently
most widely used formats around;
or indeed anyone charged with
producing compressed deliverables.
Second, you might be a mix or
mastering engineer who wants to
make sure that the product will
sound fine in whatever format it ends
up – rather like checking your mix on
different monitors to cover a practical
range of domestic outcomes. The very
act of adjusting a master track, or even
the treatment of individual tracks,
in order to accommodate
compressed delivery formats is
both a learning process and an
enlightened approach.
If there were any ways in which
this product could be augmented,
I’d say that large-scale offline batch
processing with settings created in
the online mode would be a good
place to start. Also, in demos the
facility for extensive ID metadata
editing and template imports has
been shown, though it will not
be in the initial release version.
Maybe this feature won’t be too far
away? Archiving, games, library work,
and so on could all use these kind of
workflow helpers.
Either way, the immediacy
and detail in the Pro Codec will
be of immeasurable benefit to
anybody who has, or wants to, put
away the old attitude of ignoring
the dominance of audio codecs.
This plug-in comes without the
baggage of anti-codec propaganda.
It’s absolutely honest. Indeed, the
A-B X test tab is the ultimate in
honesty. It might dent a few egos,
but that’s no bad thing. It might
also affirm some reputations.
Which would be even better.

Conclusion
My limited time with the review copy of the Pro
Codec has convinced me that I’d like to spend
more time learning about ways to minimise
compression artefacts and problems earlier in
the production process and during the encoding
stage. Few people lose work by knowing
too much or having too many tools in their
toolbox – or owning the best quality means to a
popular end. ∫
....................................
I N F O R MAT I O N
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